
2" CoolRest® Adaptive Cover 
 CoolRest® Adaptive material actively adapts to each sleeper for individualized temperature regulation 

 CoolRest® Adaptive technology utilizes a phase changing material to absorb heat from the sleeper and release 
it back as needed 

 The phase changing material in this cover eliminates sweating before it starts by cooling you off when you're 
hot and warming you up when you're cold 

 Based on technology originally developed for use in astronaut space suits 
 

3" CoolRest® Gel Infused Memory Foam 
 Advanced Gel infused memory foam helps you sleep cooler and provides improved pressure relief 

 Perfectly conforms to your body for a soft, yet supportive feel. 

 Distributes and neutralizes pressure points to provide comfort and reduce tossing and turning at night for                 
deeper, more restful sleep. 

 Open cell structure increases air flow, making it breathable and cooler to sleep on. 

 Reduces motion transfer, allowing you to move without waking your partner. 
Rebounds (takes it shape) quicker than older types of memory foam, making it easier to change positions. 

8" High Resiliency Support Foam 
 Designed to support and correctly align your spine so you can relax at night and wake up pain free. 

 Created to work in tandem with our CoolRest® memory foam and provide perfect support for consistent and 
long lasting comfort. 

 More durable than conventional foams used by other companies. 

 Accommodates any sleep position- back, side, and stomach. 

 The Serenity GEL with CoolRest® Adaptive Technology measures approximately 13 inches tall. 
 
The Serenity GEL with CoolRest® Adaptive Technology uses two different types of CoolRest® Adaptive 
material in combination with our cooler sleeping CoolRest® Gel memory foam to make a mattress that sleeps 
more comfortably than you can imagine. CoolRest® Adaptive material uses phase changing material made with 
microscopic capsules coated or embedded in the cover to effectively balance temperature between the sleeper and 
the mattress. This cover can absorb excess heat when you are too warm, which helps reduce sweating, and release it 
back when you are cold to keep you from shivering. Using this dynamic temperature balancing, the CoolRest® 
Adaptive cover can help you sleep more comfortably in warm summers or cold winters. 

This mattress has a plush/medium feel allowing you to softly float on the surface, yet still feel supported and                 
comfortable. 

Our mattresses feature the most technologically advanced pressure-relieving memory foam in the world. Created 
from years of testing and studies by the world's leading chemical company, BASF. They are made in North                       
Carolina, packaged in Tennessee and are proudly offered at the lowest price possible. 

Serenity Gel Overview 


